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Abstract

In a speaker veri¯cation system, a claimed speaker's score
is computed to accept or reject the speaker claim. Most
of the current methods compute the score as the ratio
of the claimed speaker's and the impostors' likelihood
functions. Based on analysing false acceptance and false
rejection errors obtained by using these methods, we pro-
pose a generalised method to ¯nd better scores which can
reduce both error types. Proposed scores are the ratios
of the functions of the claimed speaker's and the impos-
tors' likelihood functions. Experiments performed on the
ANDOSL and YOHO speech corpora show better results
for the proposed method.

1. Introduction

In speaker veri¯cation, for an input utterance and a claimed
identity, a similarity score is computed using the speaker's
model whose identity is claimed. The score is then com-
pared with a given threshold to accept or reject this
speaker. In all veri¯cation paradigms, there are two
classes of errors: false rejections and false acceptances.
An equal error rate (EER) condition is often used to ad-
just system parameters so that the two types of errors are
equal. Most of the current methods compute the claimed
speaker's score as the ratio of the claimed speaker's and
the impostors' likelihood functions. Speaker veri¯cation
performance is strongly a®ected by variations in signal
characteristics, therefore normalisation methods have been
applied to compensate for these variations [5]-[11]. For
practical implementations, the use of \cohort speakers"
as a background speaker set that is representative of the
impostors' population close to the claimed speaker has
been proposed [17].

Consider the false acceptances of impostors and the
false rejections of the claimed speaker caused in the cur-
rent likelihood ratio-based scores. False acceptances can
arise because of the relativity of the ratio-based values.
For example, the two ratios of 0:01=0:02 and 0:000001
/ 0:000002 have the same value of 0.5. The ¯rst ratio
can lead to a correct decision whereas the second one is
unlikely since both likelihood values are very low. A solu-
tion for this problem is to add a constant value to the nor-
malisation term of the background speaker set. This is a
similar problem to that addressed by Chen et al [1]. On
the other hand, a false rejection of the claimed speaker
can arise because of the use of the background speaker
set. The likelihood values of the cohort speakers are as-
sumed to be equally weighted. However, this assumption

is often not true as the similarity measures between each
cohort speaker and the claimed speaker might be di®er-
ent. To overcome this drawback, di®erent weights based
on fuzzy integration were proposed [13]. An alternative
way is that the likelihood values of the cohort speakers
are transformed into certain values by applying a trans-
formation function to the likelihood functions.

The general form of the proposed scores after con-
sidering the false acceptances and the false rejections is
proposed in this paper. Some transformation functions
are also proposed and applied to speaker veri¯cation ex-
periments. Comparing with the current normalisation
methods, better results for experiments performed on the
ANDOSL corpus including 108 speakers are reported in
this paper.

2. Current Methods

Let ¸0 be the claimed speaker model and ¸ be a model
representing all other possible speakers, i.e. impostors.
P (Xj¸0) and P (Xj¸) are the likelihood functions of the
claimed speaker and impostors, respectively. For a given
input utteranceX and a claimed identity, a claimed speaker's
score S(X) is used as follows

S(X)
n
> µ accept
· µ reject

(1)

where µ is the decision threshold. In this paper, equiv-
alent scores are de¯ned as scores having the same EER
and possibly di®erent thresholds. For example, Sa(X) =
P (Xj¸0) and Sb(X) = logP (Xj¸0) are equivalent scores.

The simplest likelihood ratio score in the log domain
is as follows

S1(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ logP (Xj¸) (2)

This ratio produces a relative score less volatile to non-
speaker utterance variations [5]. The term logP (Xj¸) in
(2) is called the normalisation term and requires calcu-
lation of all impostors' likelihood functions. An approxi-
mate version is only the closest impostor model used for
calculating the normalisation term [5]

S2(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ max
¸6=¸0

logP (Xj¸) (3)

A subset of the impostor models consisting of B back-
ground speaker models ¸i; i = 1; : : : ; B is used to repre-
sent the population close to the claimed speaker, i.e. the
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\cohort speaker" set [17]. Depending on the approxima-
tion of P (Xj¸) by P (Xj¸i), i = 1; : : : ; B, several di®erent
normalisation methods have been proposed as follows

S3(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ log
½
1

B

BX
i=1

P (Xj¸i)
¾

(4)

S4(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ log
BX
i=0

P (Xj¸i) (5)

S5(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ 1

B

BX
i=1

logP (Xj¸i) (6)

S6(X) =

TX
t=1

·
logP (xtj¸0)¡ log

BX
i=1

P (xtj¸i)
¸

(7)

where S3(X) proposed by Reynolds [15] is an approxi-
mation of S1(X) using the arithmetic mean (average) of
the likelihood functions of B background speaker mod-
els, S4(X) proposed by Matsui and Furui [11] includes
the claimed speaker's likelihood function in the arith-
metic mean, S5(X) proposed by Liu [7] using the geomet-
ric mean instead of the arithmetic mean to approximate
P (Xj¸), and S6(X) proposed by Markov and Nakagawa
[8] using the frame-level normalisation method.

3. The Proposed Method

3.1. A Solution for the False Acceptance Problem

As discussed in Section 1, the use of the background
speaker set can cause false acceptances of impostors be-
cause of the relativity of the ratio-based values in current
and proposed scores. Assuming that X1 is and X2 is not
from the claimed speaker, using the score S3(X) gives
S3(X1) = 0:07=0:03 and S3(X2) = 0.0000007/ 0.0000003.
It is clear that S3(X1) = S3(X2), thus if the given thresh-
old is 2 to obtain a true acceptance for X1 then we cause
a false acceptance for X2 although the likelihood value
for X2 is very small. A solution for this problem has
been proposed [1] where the unnormalised score L0(X)
is pre-tested to reject such the false acceptances. A sim-
pler and more e®ective solution is proposed in this paper.
It is based on the idea of the well-known noise clustering
(NC) method [2]. This is implemented by simply adding
to the normalisation term a constant membership value
² > 0, which denotes the belonging of all input utterances
to the impostors' cluster.

The NC-based versions of Si(X), i = 3; : : : ; 6 are as
follows

S1nc(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ log
·
P (Xj¸) + ²1

¸
S2nc(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ max

¸6=¸0
log

·
P (Xj¸) + ²2

¸
S3nc(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡

log

½
1

B + 1

· BX
i=1

P (Xj¸i) + ²3
¸¾

S4nc(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ log
· BX
i=0

P (Xj¸i) + ²4
¸

S5nc(X) = logP (Xj¸0)¡ 1

B + 1

· BX
i=1

logP (Xj¸i) + log ²5
¸

S6nc(X) =

TX
t=1

½
logP (xtj¸0)¡ log

· BX
i=1

P (xtj¸i) + ²6
¸¾

(8)

Applying to the above example, with ²3 = 0:01 we
obtain S3nc(X1) = 0:07=(0:03+0:01) = 1:75, S3nc(X2) =
0:0000007 =(0:0000003+0:01) = 0:000069 and thus a false
acceptance cannot occur for X2 if the threshold is 1.

3.2. A Solution for the False Rejection Problem

As introduced in Section 1, false rejections of the claimed
speaker can arise because the likelihood values of the co-
hort speakers are assumed to be of equal weight. How-
ever, this assumption is often not true as the similarity
measures between each cohort speaker and the claimed
speaker might be di®erent. To overcome this drawback,
the likelihood values of the cohort speakers are trans-
formed into certain values by applying a transformation
function to the likelihood functions.

Consider a transformation T : P ! T (P ), where P is
the likelihood function and T (P ) is a certain continuous
function of P . For example, T [P (Xj¸0)] = logP (Xj¸0).
Applying this transformation to the likelihood ratio score
S1(X) gives an alternative score S1T (X)

S1T (X) = logT [P (Xj¸0)]¡ logT [P (Xj¸)] (9)

This likelihood transformation has been proposed in [19].
In this paper, we show how to ¯nd a function T to obtain
e®ective scores. Consider the case of three cohort speak-
ers ¸1; ¸2; ¸3 using the score S3(X). Assuming that X
is an utterance coming from the claimed speaker, the
threshold µ = 1 and for simplicity we denote P (Xj¸i) =
Pi, where i = 0; : : : ; 3 and P123 = (P1+P2+P3)=3 is the
normalisation term. Figure 1 shows a false rejection case
since P0=P123 < 1.

-
P

²P1 ²P2 ²P3±
P0
±P123

Figure 1: A false rejection case since P0=P123 < 1, where
the threshold µ = 1 and P123 = (P1 + P2 + P3)=3

-
P

²T [P1] ²T [P2] ²T [P3]±
T [P0]
±T [P123]

Figure 2: A true acceptance case since T [P0]=T [P123] >
1, where assuming the threshold µT = 1 and T [P123] =
(T [P1] + T [P2] + T [P3])=3

Assuming there exists a transformation using a con-
tinuous increasing function T : Pi ! T [Pi], i = 0; : : : ; 3
such that small values of Pi are changed much more than



greater values of Pi as shown in Figure 2. In this case,
we might have a true acceptance since T [P0]=T [P123] > 1,
where the threshold µ = 1 and T [P123] = (T [P1]+T [P2]+
T [P3])=3.

We propose two functions that satisfy the above con-
ditions: T [P ] = (P )® and T [P ] = (¡ logP )¡® where
® > 0 is a tuning parameter. The corresponding scores
are as follows

S7T (X) =
[P (Xj¸0)]®7
BX
i=0

[P (Xj¸i)]®7
(10)

S8T (X) =
[¡ logP (Xj¸0)]¡®8
BX
i=0

[¡ logP (Xj¸i)]¡®8
(11)

Combining the two solutions for the false acceptance
and false rejection cases, the generalised scores S7Tnc(X)
and S8Tnc(X) are of the form

S7Tnc(X) = [P (Xj¸0)]®7
Á½ BX

i=0

[P (Xj¸i)]®7 + ²®77
¾

S8Tnc(X) =
[¡ logP (Xj¸0)]¡®8

BX
i=0

[¡ logP (Xj¸i)]¡®8 + [¡ log ²8]®8
(12)

Note that S7T (X), S8T (X), S7Tnc(X) and S8Tnc(X)
are not written in the log domain.

4. Experimental Results

The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [15] speaker veri-
¯cation experiments were performed on the YOHO and
ANDOSL corpora in text-independent mode.

For the YOHO corpus, all 138 speakers (108 males
and 30 females) were used. The vocabulary consisted of
56 two-digit numbers pronounced as in \thirty-four" and
spoken continuously in sets of three, for example \36-
45-89". There were four enrolment sessions per speaker
containing 24 utterances in each session and 10 veri¯ca-
tion sessions containing 4 utterances in each session. All
waveforms were low-pass ¯ltered at 3.8 kHz and sampled
at 8 kHz and were processed as for the ANDOSL corpus.

For the ANDOSL (the Australian National Database
of Spoken Language) corpus [12], a gender-balanced sub-
set of 108 native speakers was used. Each speaker con-
tributed 200 phonetically rich sentences in a single ses-
sion. All waveforms were sampled at 20 kHz, 16 bits
per sample and then converted to 8 kHz for the tele-
phone speech purpose in our laboratory. The data were
processed in 32 ms frames at a frame rate of 10 ms
by using HTK V2.0. Frames were Hamming windowed
and preemphasised with m = 0:97. The basic feature
set consisted of 12th-order mel-frequency cepstral coef-
¯cients (MFCCs) and the normalised short-time energy,
augmented by the corresponding delta MFCCs and delta
energy to form a 26-dimensional vector for each individ-
ual frame.

For the experiments performed on the YOHO cor-
pus, GMMs with 16, 32, and 64 mixtures and VQ code-
books with 16, 32 and 64 codevectors were trained for
each speaker using 48 training tokens in enrolment ses-
sions 1 and 2 only. Using all four enrolment sessions,
as done for example by Reynolds [15], resulted in er-
ror rates that were too low to allow meaningful compar-
isons between the di®erent normalisation methods. Ex-
periments were performed on 138 speakers using each
speaker as a claimed speaker with 5 closest background
speakers and 132 mixed-gender impostors (excluding 5
background speakers) and rotating through all speakers.
The total number of claimed test utterances and impos-
tor test utterances are 5,520 (138 claimed speakers x 40
test utterances) and 728,640 ((138 x 132) impostors x
40 test utterances), respectively. Results for the YOHO
database are shown in Table 1. Parameters are set to
n = 5:0 for S7T (X) and S7Tnc(X), m = 1:05 for S8T (X)
and S8Tnc(X), ² = 10

¡9 for all NC-based methods using
GMMs and ² = 10¡22 for all NC-based methods using
VQ codebooks.

The 16 and 32-mixture GMMs were trained for each
speaker in experiments performed on the ANDOSL cor-
pus using the ¯rst 10 sentences numbered from 001 to
010. Sentences numbered from 011 to 200 were used for
veri¯cation. Experiments were performed on 108 speak-
ers using each speaker as a claimed speaker with 5 clos-
est background speakers or 5 same-group background
speakers as indicated above and 102 mixed-gender impos-
tors (excluding the 5 background speakers) and rotating
through all speakers. The total number of claimed test
utterances and impostor test utterances are 20,520 (108
claimed speakers x 190 test utterances) and 2,093,040
((108 x 102) impostors x 190 test utterances), respec-
tively. Results are shown in Table 2. Parameters are
set to n = 5:0 for S7T (X) and S7Tnc(X), m = 1:05 for
S8T (X) and S8Tnc(X), and ² = 10¡7 for all NC-based
methods. The table shows that all of the proposed meth-
ods perform better than the current methods.

Table 1: EER results (%) for the YOHO corpus us-
ing GMMs and VQ codebooks with 16, 32 and 64 mix-
tures/vectors. Rows in bold for the current methods,
others for the proposed methods.

GMM VQ
Score 16 32 64 16 32 64
SSSS3333(XXXX) 4.4 3.1 2.4 5.9 4.6 3.6
S3nc(X) 4.2 2.9 2.0 4.9 4.2 3.5
SSSS4444(XXXX) 4.4 3.1 2.4 5.9 4.6 3.6
S4nc(X) 4.2 2.9 2.0 4.96 4.2 3.5
SSSS5555(XXXX) 4.5 3.3 2.4 6.8 5.1 4.2
S5nc(X) 3.9 2.7 1.9 4.5 3.4 2.9
SSSS6666(XXXX) 5.0 3.4 2.4 6.9 5.1 4.2
S6nc(X) 4.5 2.9 2.1 2.1 4.9 4.0
S7T (X) 4.4 3.2 2.4 6.1 4.8 3.6
S7Tnc(X) 3.8 2.7 1.9 4.6 3.8 3.4
S8T (X) 4.2 3.0 2.0 5.3 4.0 3.1
S8Tnc(X) 4.2 2.9 2.0 4.5 3.4 3.0



Table 2: EER results (%) for the ANDOSL corpus using
GMMs with 5 closest speakers in set 1 and 5 same-group
speakers in set 2. Rows in bold for the current methods,
others for the proposed methods.

Set 1 Set 2
Score 16 32 16 32
SSSS3333(XXXX) 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.1
S3nc(X) 1.8 1.4 2.0 1.4
SSSS4444(XXXX) 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.1
S4nc(X) 1.8 1.4 2.0 1.4
SSSS5555(XXXX) 3.2 3.0 3.5 3.3
S5nc(X) 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.1
SSSS6666(XXXX) 2.3 2.0 2.9 2.3
S6nc(X) 2.0 1.7 2.2 1.7
S7T (X) 2.1 1.8 2.6 2.1
S7Tnc(X) 2.0 1.5 2.1 1.6
S8T (X) 1.9 1.5 2.3 1.7
S8Tnc(X) 1.7 1.3 1.9 1.3

5. Conclusion

The speaker veri¯cation problem has been considered.
Based on considering the false acceptances and the false
rejections, some scores have been proposed and experi-
mentally evaluated. Experiments show better results for
the proposed methods. With 728,640 test utterances for
each YOHO result in Table 1 and 2,093,040 test utter-
ances for each ANDOSL result in Table 2, these evalua-
tion experiments are su±ciently reliable.
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